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About This Game

Portal Stories: VR builds on the foundations of the award winning Portal 2 modification Portal Stories: Mel.

Portal Stories: VR is a brand new mini story set in the Portal Universe. It features 10 brand new puzzles, specifically designed to
work using the 360 degrees room scale that SteamVR offers. Inside Aperture, you'll be able to use the new "Aperture Science

Instant Teleportation Device" and the "Aperture Science Apparatus Retrieval Tool" to solve the new tests.

Powered by Unreal Engine 4, Portal Stories: VR gives the Aperture Science facility a whole fresh look. With new models,
textures, particles and more!

An HTC Vive Headset is required in order to play.
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Title: Portal Stories: VR
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Prism Game Studios Ltd.
Publisher:
Prism Game Studios Ltd.
Release Date: 16 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10/Windows 8.1/Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 390

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires HTC Vive

English
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F***ing AWESOME!!! :D

...but more levels would be nice.

. Entertaining enough. While it lacks the overall polish of an official release, it's pretty well done overall. Not really story driven;
pretty much just level after level of puzzles. Either way, it's cool to be able to play Portal in VR.. Nice, it is fun, but I miss being
able to trow the cube a bit further, does not need to be like super-strong trow, but it is cool to be into a portal puzzle!. I'm
impressed by the smooth graphics and the well balanced lighting. The resolution feels higher than in other demos and aliasing is
rare. Particle effects actually worked! I enjoyed just looking at the detailed gravity gun, but it lagged slightly during the last
level. I didn't notice much glare from the lighting. There weren't any boringly dark areas either (I don't see the point of dark VR
scenes). I wish I had more time to look at the closing level before getting crushed.

Someone needs to find a way to handle walls and cliffs gracefully in room scale VR. It's too easy to cheat.. Portal, But MORE
SCIENCE!
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Great experience. It makes me BEG for an official full re-release of Portals 1&2 in VR. This would be SO good. I get the
physics will be sickening for a bit, totally worth it though. Very fun. It's pretty short (maybe half an hour?) but it's still a lot fun
to play through and see everything in VR. Make sure you take the elevator ride.. So far so good. Wish there was more.. Short
but amazing. Elevator level at end really feels immersive.. Just played and beat Portal Stories VR, it really is a VR portal game.
It worked exactly as I expected, it was fun and puzzely. However, it was listed as a spin off from Portal: MEL, and while I did
see some visual references, AEGIS being visible at one point, but not so much in the actual "story" of the game. I did like the
1950's elevator simulator bonus you get when you beat the game, giving you hints of what led into MEL, which as we know
leads to Portal and Portal 2. It was a good, short, free game with a very light story. I'd like to see more of this, but with more
Portal 2 (or MEL) like story depth.. This is worth trying even though it is basically a demo game.
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